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Beloved and holy and only child of our Heavenly Father, Child of the one Source,
Child of light divine. That is who you are. Take it deeply within the consciousness and
contemplate what that means. I am the one known as Jeshua ben Joseph -- Jesus, you
have called me -- and it is in great joy that I come to abide with you this evening in
your timing, as you have chosen once again to call me forth. Great joy of your divine
nature. Contemplate that well.
For indeed the world will speak to you of many challenges. The world will speak
to you of many problems, what ifs, but if you will contemplate your divine nature of joy
it frees you from the voice of the world. It allows you to become again the innocent,
the child and to go as the true creation of the Father, unlimited, unbounded joy of love.
I thank you for hearing my invitation for coming in this evening for indeed it has
been an invitation that I have issued to you. Some of you have had to travel a few of
what you call your miles to be here and I thank you for coming. This evening it is a
special one and it is not by accident that you are here in this room at this time.
For indeed you have heard the call of your heart. You have heard the call of your
soul to come up higher in the remembrance of who you are and to take on consciously
that which you have agreed you would do in this lifetime. You have agreed that you will
be the servant of the Father. You have agreed that you will bring your light to this
plane and that you will anchor your light in this plane that yet believes in darkness. And
it is most appropriate that we meet in this evening when you are coming into your summer solstice, a time of great light. It is most appropriate that we speak of light and
that we remind you of why you have come and what there is yet to do.
Again it is not by accident that over what you see as your past year of timing we
have been talking about the inter dimensional You. The true Being of you that is not focused upon a dimension, a reality. Now you as the holy Child, the creative holy Child you
have brought forth in your adventure many, many dimensions, many realities even within
this point of focus you have the belief that there are dimensions of reality. In other dimensions of reality you have other beliefs of multitudinous dimensions even what you
would see as beyond the imagination at this point of focus.
But the inter dimensional You it is the Self of you -- with a capital “S” -- that is
between dimensions, not focus on one dimension or even several dimensions. It is, we
have conceptualized it, we have spoken of it as the ocean out of which the drop of water knows itself and calls itself the drop of water and yet it is not different from or
even separate from the vast ocean. The interdimensional You is the ocean of your Beingness. It is the Isness of the creative holy Child from before time began and extended
well beyond time itself.
It is not by accident that we have been speaking of this for indeed the place of
beholder is coming more and more into your consciousness. You are practicing from time
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to time stepping outside of the narrow constriction of focus on this dimension, this reality. Breathing yourself into a place of the beholder. So that you can look upon all that
transpires with new perspective. To be able to get a new view of what is happening, a
broader view, a holy view if you will.
Now you have heard in the afternoon of your timing much information from a
master. One with whom you have chosen to travel, to journey in this lifetime. Much information that this one has brought forth in this lifetime as he has done in many other
lifetimes to allow you to open your understanding of the parts to play with all of the
parts, the symbols and to go beyond those parts to the understanding and remembrance
of the whole, the holiness of you. And this one, great master that he is, has done this
teaching many, many times for you in lifetimes that you have shared with him. He has
been as the teacher at whose feet you sat. But in order that he does not get the separated ego that is as a balloon, we will say that there are times you have been the
teacher and he has sat at your feet as well.
There is equality, an evenness of the Christ in expression. But this one has been
sharing with you in the afternoon the signs and portents of what you as a collective
consciousness are decreeing will be coming to pass in the next few months of your timing. This evening is a call to light workers. It is a call to those who are remembering
the light which they are and the reason that they are here to anchor their light upon
this plane. This evening is a call to light workers for indeed you have decreed that
there is going to be a pivotal time very soon. And it is important, you have decreed it
important, that you remember why you are here and that you have choice as has been
spoken in this afternoon. You have choice. It is most important to remember that.
For indeed in the next few weeks of your timing you as a collective consciousness, have decreed that there will be certain happenings which carry with them much
opportunity for change. You as a collective consciousness of humankind as you see a lineage of history, have come through may cycles, times of enlightenment and times of
darkness. And the human collective consciousness which you have called the collective
psyche believes in cycles.
Now in truth you are beyond cycles, but there is a belief so that you have seen
times that have been very open to creativity, open to enlightenment, open to remembrance. There has been much of advancement as you call it, on the human plane. And
then there has been, because there has been belief in duality, there has been a time
where you have decreed we will have a change, we will reverse this and we will experience what is the reverse of it. And these have been times that you have labeled as
dark times, dark ages perhaps.
It has been spoken that the signs that are now coming up occurred in your timing of some almost six and a half centuries ago and that it now occurs again as a large
cycle. Where you there in that timing when there was a change in the cycle? Yes, you
were for you are ones who have agreed out of great courage that you will come at
times when they are shifting and that you will carry the Christ consciousness deep
within your heart and that you will carry that flame and hold it for all who have the
eyes to see it. You have been many times the ones who ushered in a new age whether it
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would be labeled the enlightenment or a dark time. You are ones who have come when
there has been great change going to happen.
Therefore, in this time you are sensitive to the changes. All of you have felt
within your heart that this lifetime has been challenging. You have felt that this place is
not your home. You have felt that there is a reason, a purpose that you were here but
you weren’t quite sure what it was and you wanted to know and there have been times
when the separated ego has spoken quite loudly that you were out of place, that you
didn’t fit, that things weren’t right. And you have wondered because you are sensitive.
And you are feeling now that sensitivity again to energy of change and you are coming
now to a very pivotal time.
For indeed what you would see as some centuries ago there was a turning point
when you as a collective consciousness decreed that you would know change and you
would come into what you have called the renaissance, a new birth and there was much
of enlightenment and remembrance that came forth in the times of the renaissance as
you call it.
There has been much in the last one hundred years of your timing, much of technological change, your industrial revolution which carried with it because of belief in
duality, it carried with it the good and the not so good. But it has been an evolution in
remembrance and you have witnessed even in this century of your timing, much of
change. Even in this last decade you have seen much of change of the creativity building upon itself in proportion. So you are coming now to a time when you are going to
use that energy to begin a new cycle and there are those because of habitual collective consciousness, who are saying that this is going to be a time of doom. That everything that you have been seeing that is going along pretty good, although it always has
its shadow side because there is that belief in duality, but everything that has been going along pretty good that bubble is going to burst.
Well I say unto you, yes the bubble is going to burst but it doesn’t have to go in
the way of the doomsayers who have been caught into the cycles and reversal. You are
coming now and you are already in a process, a time of change. You have felt it building.
You have felt it for the last three, four decades even. You have been reading material.
You have been hearing the teachers. You have been listening to tapes that have been
speaking of a new age in the last four decades of your timing. Much of change that is
happening and you are bringing that because of collective consciousness and the wave
of remembrance is building upon itself.
You are bringing it now to a point of great change. So that you as the most wonderful masters, you are putting the signs in the heavens to read them as a reminder,
symbolism. Now the signs in the heavens as your beloved teacher will tell you, they do
not dictate what you are going to experience. In other words, you are not the puppet
and the sign in the heavens are not the puppet master pulling the strings. It is the
other way around. You are the ones who are decreeing that you will see the signs in
the heavens in order to have the wake up call to say, “Oh yes, now this is appearing at
this time what does it mean?” And to go within and to know that you are the one who
is ready now for change.
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You are the one. The question was asked in this afternoon about how this window
of time between signs it is a time when there is great power available to you and the
question was asked why just that time. Is it just that time? And the answer was no it
was not just that time. Always the power is available to you because you are the creative one who is bringing it all forth anyway.
But there is belief that you have held down through the ages as the mystics,
which you are and have been, there is belief that certain times there is more energy.
The veil is thinner. The accessibility is easier. It is a belief that has been handed down
to you through a long lineage of time. From you, as the masters that you are and the
teachers that you have been. It is a way of bringing your focus of attention to now.
Now is the time. Seize this time.
For you have seen humankind is very good at allowing the focus of attention to
be dispersed, to be caught up in this is of interest, this is of interest, this is and I will
do something later. I will get around to it. So you bring for yourself the most wonderful
opportunity of saying, “This is a most specific time of energy. I will seize it and I will
make choice.”
You stand now in a most wonderful time. We have spoken of this in other times
when we have met in your previous months of meeting. That you stand now in a most
wonderful time and this is why, because you are approaching now the culmination
where you will choose, you individually and you collectively, which way your next cycle
is going to go.
Now habitually if you are going to go by what has happened in the past you will
see a reversal, a pulling in, a contraction if you will. But you will not see that because
you have come to a place now of completion with the cycles. That is why it has been
foretold that these are the end times. This is why your calendars go no farther than
the prophecy. This is why ones have not been able to say what is going to be in your
next millennium.
It is because you are now in a time in what you see as your next few months of
great power of choice. And you are going to stop the cycles. You are going to choose
now to live in the experience that you want to have. You have the tools now. You have
the remembrances that are coming to you. You have practiced even in the last year of
your timing, coming through many challenges. Many times when the separated ego has
been right in your face with message of doom, of challenge, of worry, of what if? And
the separated ego has suggested to you all of the “bad things” that would happen. You
have come through many testing times just in your last year. And it has been as a report card for you, a progress report to know that in truth you can bring forth a miracle. You can make choice, powerful choice and reverse what has seemed to be a steam
roller of collective consciousness that would choose for that which is less than perfect,
that which is less than divine.
Now you stand at a place where you are awakening to knowing your divine power
of choice. Know you how powerful that is? It is the key that unlocks all of the questions that ever plagued you and mankind. It is that power that comes with the willing-
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ness to take a deep breath. That is simple enough to do, and to allow yourself space to
choose.
And if you choose for that which is constrictive you still remember that you have
power of choice and you breathe again and it does not matter to your Father or to any
of the angels, guides, masters, teachers. It doesn’t matter to them how long or how often you choose to stray in constriction for they know as I know that in time you will
choose for heaven. They know as I know that you have the courage.
You would not be here having a human experience if you did not have great
courage. For this plane of reality, this dimension that you focus upon it is one of the
more difficult places to have adventure. It has taken great courage to come once again
into this dimension, this reality.
All of you have great courage to call upon and you will be and have been calling
upon it. You will be calling upon the courage but it will not be out of panic. It will be
because you have a knowing that I am from before time. There is a divinity about me.
There is a consciousness, an Isness. I am, and then you go on to say what it is. But I am
and that I Amness it transcends the world. It goes beyond the world and your courage
it comes from that I Amness.
It is again not by accident that some dozen a years ago in your timing, there
came a great idea to call together energies of the Christ into harmony, to converge, to
bring together those energies in what has been called a harmonic convergence. To put
emphasis and focus upon Christ energy of love, transformational energy and to believe
that each one seemingly separate and individual coming together in a collective could
bring great power of light to this plane. It was a most miraculous idea that caught the
imagination and the hearts of many and has continued every year since then to be remembered.
This year it is again going to be a time of great remembrance, the time of your
harmonic convergence because you have decreed that your energy of the Christ, the
awareness of the Christ that walks this plane, is growing. One by one by one by one,
each time you have reached out and done it unto the least of these. Each time you have
reached out to a brother, a sister and offered them a smile, a word of hope, a hug, encouragement, each time you have held in your heart a brother or a sister who is going
through a challenge perhaps halfway around the face of our holy Mother the earth,
you have uplifted the Christ consciousness and you have brought the Christ energy together in harmony once again.
So it is not just once a year although there is a focus upon that time, but it is
not just once a year that you are doing this harmony. You have been doing it day by day
by day and as you can see over what is a decade and more, you can see how the collective consciousness even as you interpret it has been changing. The last few months in
your timing you have seen much of conflict again rearing its head. You have seen it in
your news media where you have had the reporting of violence and acts of un-love happening.
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But you have seen also an equal and responding wave of energy of love that is
reaching out to ones who find themselves in conflict. There has been an immediate response that was not known half a century ago. Not in the immensity that you know
now. Now a half a century ago you were again in conflict. In mankind’s, womankind’s history there has always been times, there have always been times of conflict as far back
as recorded history, as far back as you can remember and a little bit farther back then
you find peace and thank God for that.
And there have always been ones who have held love in their hearts but now
there are more and more hearts awakening and you are coming now to a most important
pivotal time in the next six week to eight weeks of your timing.
Now is there going to be great calamity? Well good question. What say you? Is
there going to be great calamity?
For some yes, for others no.
That is true. Some will see calamity for they are looking for it. Others will not.
Others of you will move quite easily through this time because you will be choosing
minute by minute and day by day to live in positive self image. Positive place where you
say, “I am of my creator.” You have a saying in your world, a most wonderful one, “My
Father does not make junk.” Or if He does he spells is “Junque” and it has more value
that way. Your Creator, your Father, most loving Creator does not create worthless, valueless, cannot create anything without value.
And you are going to be living in the next two months of your timing in a most
wonderful place called heaven. Yes, you are going to know some of the world because
you have said that you will be the bridge person. But you are going to be spending
more and more of your time in heaven as the beholder. You are going to see others going through their choices, their times, most blessed times of catalyst for remembrance.
Some of those choices if you judge by worldly value those choices are going to
be horrendous and painful and bring sorrow, temporary sorrow. But you are going to
find that you are living as you make choice, in heaven although you walk the earth because you have a new perspective, because you have hope, because you believe in the
good, because you know that you are here for a purpose and a reason and that you
know that you are all powerful Christ incarnate. Not powerful the way the world
judges power but eternal power of the Christ and you will bring that to bear on every
choice you have to make. And you will bless the ones who are going through their sorrow and you will rejoice in their sorrow which the world does not understand, but you
will rejoice because you know that each moment of pain and sorrow brings them that
much closer to their choice for heaven. It is not easy for the human heart to look upon
ones in sorrow and in pain.
All of you are tenderhearted. All of you would rush in and save another one. You
would change things for another one if you could. The same as I would have if I could
have in the lifetime that is so famous. But being equal Christs I could not change things
for you. I cannot change things for you. I can be your cheerleader. I can be your
friend. I can remind you of the great power which you are, the power for choice. And
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that is what you will do for the brothers and sisters. You will rejoice in all of their sorrow, all of their times of pain and you will know that they are Christ equal Christ and
that in time they will know peace and love. Human love, yes but even more beyond that,
Christ love.
You all know ones who are struggling, who feel that these times are most turbulent, tense times, times of challenge and your hearts open to them for you are tenderhearted. And we have spoken that the most wonderful way to support these ones is to
remember the Christ that they are. To hold that first and foremost in front of you, that
they are Christ as well. They are not victims even though they may feel that they are.
They are most powerful, and to hold them in prayer which is to hold them in the highest understanding, to see them as Christ and to visualize them as the light of Christ in
action on this plane.
I call upon you as the light workers which you are once again to hold the vision,
to pray without ceasing for heaven to be known by all brothers and sisters upon this
plane. I call upon you as the light workers which you are to go as the light, to take
yourselves lightly as the angel which you are. To remember that this world is always
going to bring challenges to you until you transform it by your remembrance.
I call upon you now to envision our holy Mother as light, as the light being which
she is. Light energy. To remember that in your daily meditations to see our Holy Mother.
Why do I call her Holy Mother? Because she has given birth to you as the physical
from the dust of the earth. You have that saying. You have brought forth the same as
she has brought forth, form.
I say to you to remember our holy Mother the Earth as a light being. To visualize, to see her in light and as light. Not just to see her as a dense formation of rock,
but to see it as light energy as truly she is. Pulsating with an aura the same as you.
Very much alive and not separate from you.
I will remind you that from the beginning of this reality known as physicality in
this dimension you are the creators. You have brought forth physicality. You have
brought forth this dimension. You as what you understand as co-creators brought forth
the planets and our holy Mother the earth. You as the consciousness, the Isness of the
interdimensional Self, you asked in an instant that was outside of time, “What can I
create?” And you got very busy with your imagination, your creativity and you have
brought forth most wondrous physicality.
So I call upon you to remember as you did in those days, your connection to the
light which you are and the light which our holy Mother the earth is and to remember
the wave of light consciousness that flows through all. That is going to reverse the cycle. That is what will change history as you know the story of history. You are going to
move into what you have been hoping for, dreaming for, envisioning in this new millennium, a time of harmony, a time of love, a time of heaven. A golden time. Why golden?
Because you are bringing your golden white light into visibility even, physical visibility.
All that which you have prayed for and hoped for you can have and it begins with
choice and already the good news is, already you have made that choice. You have made
the choice for light.
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So I call upon you this evening to remember especially in the next two months of
your timing the light of your being, the light of the Christ consciousness and the light
that flows through and around all of the planets and beyond this galaxy and to bring
the remembrance of the Christ even into human experience.
I suggest to you that you have times that you set aside in each day perhaps first
thing when you awaken and first thing before you lay the head upon the pillow. To just
take a moment. That is all it takes, just a moment to visualize light beginning first of all
with yourself and the physical body and then see it expanding to fill the room wherever
you are and then to see it spreading out as far as you can imagine to the neighborhoods, the state, the country, all of our holy Mother the earth and beyond. And to feel
yourself as truly you are as the great ray of light that has brought forth all of creation. It is a powerful time. It is a time of miracles. It is a time of wonderment. It is a
time of change.
For that which you have known in the past no longer binds you. In this moment
you are free. For each and everyone of you choose light, choose to go lightly, choose to
laugh even in the face of pain. Choose to be Christ.
So be it.

